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In 1988 I made my first mission trip to Haiti. I left and felt that I could never return. A hopeless 
country with poverty, malnutrition, little clean water, and poor education was full of brothers and 
sisters in Christ who were hopeful. Like many Americans, we feel we have all the answers, but as 
I learned from the Haitian culture and gained trust from the people a vision began to develop… 
establishing a nutrition program using Hearth concepts as its cornerstone. God provided people 
such as Dr. Gretchen Berggren, Kathryn Bolles and Cathy Dorvil to develop our program with 
Haitian people. 
 
Today the acute malnutrition rate in Leogane has fallen from 24% when we started to 3%. With 
God’s will, Haitian leadership and CNP’s facilitation we have evolved. Our program still includes 
Hearth principles for treatment and prevention of acute and chronic malnutrition. Water borne 
illnesses are often co-morbid conditions in the premature deaths of the malnourished. A clean 
water program is essential to promote healthy nutrition.
 
Hygiene, water wells, biosand filters and other methods are used in an attempt to provide 
clean water for Leogane. I have been blessed to meet and work with Paul Farmer and Gretchen 
Berggren, but the greatest blessing is working with the Haitian people, such as the late Mario 
Guerrier, who worked with us over the past 25 years. When I think of him I will think of the 
Beatitudes – he was humble, mournful, meek, righteous, merciful, pure in heart, a peacemaker, 
and a devoted Christian to CNP.
 
May we, as devoted CNP workers, be blessed as the Beatitudes and humbly give what we can 
in prayer, resources and time to work with our Haitian brothers and sisters in Christ to raise a 
generation of healthy children.
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This little girl is one of over 6,500 
children who have benefited directly 
from CNP’s programs this year. One 

of CNP’s new mobile nutrition clinics, 
which began in her village in January 

of this year, provides an additional 
source of health and nutrition support 

for her and her generation.
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Founder’s Letter

Leila hurries from her home, four small children in tow. She’s headed toward a mobile nutrition 
clinic in her mountain village. Leila thinks how discouraged she was when, just a few years ago, one 
of her children was malnourished. Since then she has helped her child recover, learned ways to keep 
all her children well nourished, and spaced her children so that she can manage her family’s needs. 
She pauses to greet her neighbor Maite, who joins her on the path to the clinic that has made such  
a difference in her life.

In 1998, Dr. Mitch Mutter established the Children’s Nutrition Program of Haiti (CNP) to 
eliminate malnutrition in rural Haiti. Then, there was a 24 percent rate of acute malnutri-
tion in the rural region of Léogâne; now, the rate has dropped to less than three percent. 
Then, the struggle was to bring the children of Léogâne back to health; now, the goal is to 
partner with parents to eliminate the conditions that give rise to ill health in their families.

In 2013, through generous donations from supporters, CNP began a new day in Léogâne. 
This is a day with new opportunities for nutritional and reproductive education, improved 
sanitation, safe water, and accessible health care for the families of the region.

Leila and Maite chat about their village’s exciting new plan for an accessible water source as they wait 
for their children to be examined at the clinic. If their dream comes true, water will be piped from the 
source to the village – No more hiking to the spring and hauling home gallons of water balanced on 
their heads as children scamper under foot! Soon it is Leila’s turn to see the nurse. Today her children 
squirm when they are weighed, whimper when they are vaccinated. But Leila knows that with good 
neighbors like Maite and the support of CNP, she is helping her children to a safe, healthy future.

A day in the life –  and  
health – of Léogâne, Haiti 
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Treating acute 
malnutrition: 

Fixed and mobile nutrition clinics  
for immediate, accessible treatment 
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Nurse Kesley conducts an appetite test to gauge if 
this malnourished child can be treated for acute 

malnutrition on an outpatient basis or if he must be 
referred for in hospital care.

I believe myself to be a strong individual, yet with each child entering into the tent 
with either Marasmus or Kwashiorkor [diseases resulting from an inadequate diet 
and starvation], my heart sank. Every time I watched a mother and child walk away 
with Plumpy’Nut® as their only hope I wanted to cry!

I began to notice that out of the ten children we saw, four had improved leaps and 
bounds – they had all started with severe-acute malnutrition but with our help  
had gained weight, more energy, and most importantly a chance to live! With this  
realization, I started to focus my energy on the improvements and the immense  
progress we were making. 

CNP is the difference between life and death for these kids and if we can’t focus our 
energy away from the sadness and severity to the happiness and hope that we can 
achieve, what good will we do?

 – Molly Jessup, on her first two days as a 
CNP intern working in a medical clinic 

Checking the middle arm circumference is 
one of the many screening tools utilized 
for assessing nutritional status.



Treating acute 
malnutrition: 

Fixed and mobile nutrition clinics  
for immediate, accessible treatment 
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Four year old twins Carine and Kerry who live in an 
orphanage in Reserve Gressier successfully graduated 
from our Outpatient Treatment Program

CNP continues to provide treatment for acute malnutrition. These clinics 
directly address malnourished children with ready to use therapeutic and 
supplemental foods called Plumpy’Nut® and Plumpy’SupTM, then moni-
tor the children closely to prevent further illness. This year, from January 
through September, CNP has treated 329 children with severe acute mal-
nutrition and 347 women and children with moderate acute malnutrition. 
As the only organization in all of Leogane offering treatment for patients 
with malnutrition, our work is vital for these families to receive the care 
they need.

This year CNP’s Therapeutic and Supplemental Food Program also became 
available to those in the remote mountains of Léogâne. A courageous nurse 
travels on foot to four zones each week, sleeping in the homes of monitri-
ces as she moves from village to village. 
 
In September 2013, three new nurses were added to the mobile nutrition 
clinic program, enabling CNP to create 12 new mobile clinics in Léogâne. 
Today 16 sites are blessed to have a registered nurse who, in addition to 
nutrition services, also provides child spacing options and prenatal care.

Intern Hannah Sterling blogged about her experience walking the trail  
with the nurse, Mismerique. The day began Monday at 5 am: 

We were dropped off by the riverbed at the foot of the mountain leading to Chevrine. 
And from there we began our ascent by foot. In four days we hiked a total of 7 hours, 
rode motos [motor bikes] on rough mountain terrain for over an hour, saw over 80 
children, and admitted over a dozen of those into our nutrition program. 

before after
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Please pray for Smerelda. She is one year old and came to our 
clinic weighing less than 7.5 pounds. We immediately took her 
to the nearest stabilization center and we are praying she will 

regain enough strength to be discharged and transferred to  
our outpatient program for continued treatment. 
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Preventive care: 

Today’s programs “raise up”  
tomorrow’s leaders
I’m confident that these programs can continue to make a lasting impact on these families and raise up  
a generation of healthy children who can be leaders in their communities.
       – Intern Hannah Sterling

Monitrices Solene and Johanne 
at a typical Rally Post.

Over 56,000 people live in remote 
Léogâne, and most of them lack the public 
health and community development  
opportunities that can mean the differ-
ence between a life of want and a chance 
to thrive. To ensure Haitian communities 
the chance to thrive, CNP has increased 
services at monthly rally posts, managed by 
monitrices and government health workers. 
Preventive services include:

•	 Growth	monitoring:	We	weigh	and	 
 monitor all children under five years of  
 age quickly to spot signs of malnutrition.

•	 Preventive	procedures:	We	deliver	 
 micronutrient supplements and  

 deworming medication to families in  
 need. Our partnership with the Ministry 
 of Health allows for the provision of  
 vaccines at our rally posts.

•	 Education:	Women	receive	education	on	 
 child spacing. Community dramas and  
 skits teach essential health and nutrition  
 skills – skills that can save the lives of  
 the community’s children and families.

•	 Growth	monitoring:	We	weigh	and	 
 monitor all children under five years of  
 age to catch signs of malnutrition early  
 before the damage is irreversible.
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Residents of Paraison gather for 
a discussion of micronutrient 

supplementation with monitrices

A smiling mother receiving 
Vitamin A for her child at a rally post.



In response to the need for medical care in rural areas, CNP is working with the local 
Ministry of Health to support a fixed medical clinic staffed by Haitian midwives, nurses and 
health educators and visited by U.S. medical teams. CNP will provide staff training, salaries, 
medications, laboratory equipment and supplies. U.S. medical personnel will visit to provide 
specialty medical support, mentor Haitian staff, and also learn from the Haitian people. The 
Ministry of Health will manage and coordinate health services offered throughout Léogâne. 

This fixed medical clinic will provide vaccines, prenatal care, family planning, and clinical 
services to the people of Léogâne. Coupled with mobile nutrition clinics and outreach and 
education programs like Hearth, this fixed medical clinic will ensure regional continuity of 
care vital to a healthy generation of Haitian children.

Families often have to walk long distances to get to the nearest road to then take public trans-
port to find healthcare services. Running this clinic in the mountains makes it easier for the 
families to seek care when it is needed.

Primary health care:
Continuous care to ensure continuous 
health in Haiti
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Mobile clinic nurse Mismerique consults a child 
with acute malnutrition in Ti Harpon, the site of 

our future fixed medical clinic.
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Our vitally needed fixed health 
clinic facility in multipurpose 
church building
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A happy father holds his son as they 
wait to see the nurse



Water, sanitation, 
and hygiene:
Many days of labor to eliminate disease

Jouvet Simon constructing latrines in the 
village of Gerard and the finished product
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In Haiti, diarrhea is the cause of 20% of deaths of children under five years of age. This disease,  
particularly risky for already malnourished children, can be prevented through safe drinking water,  
good hygiene, and improved sanitation. 

CNP continues the attack on diseases spread through poor sanitation. Nutrition workers 
regularly emphasize the importance of drinking safe water, using a latrine, and washing  
hands with soap. 

Our safe water program came to fruition in 2004. In 2013 our safe water program was 
expanded using American volunteers who worked with communities to search for innovative 
ways to solve water safety problems. 

A case in point: The community of Ka Delouche accessed their water supply, a mountain 
spring, over rough terrain some distance from the village. The spring itself has a low flow 
most of the year and it is full of leaves and sand. In 2013 one Chattanooga volunteer, engineer 
John Rennich met with the community, to develop a solution. John then developed a design 
and proposed it to the community, which accepted the proposal and agreed to volunteer their 
labor to get the job done. John is busy preparing for the project, and he will return to Haiti 
in January 2014 to help with initial construction.

Our latrine project continues as we install latrines in communities across Léogâne. For ex-
ample, CNP successfully installed 75 latrines in the rural community of Gerard, where over 
70% of homes did not have access to latrines. Each installation includes a concrete slab, a 
privacy shelter, and a water container to encourage immediate hand washing. Now, rather than 
defecating outside, residents have a safe, private toilet near their homes. 
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Hearth:
A two-week investment  
in a community’s future
It’s a month before the rainy season in Léogâne, and 
around the region monitrices are gearing up to start 38 
new “Ti Fwaye,” or Hearth, programs. Monitrices have 
identified mothers who have kept their children healthy, 
and they have trained those mothers to show others the 
way to healthy families. These volunteer mothers, called 
animatrices, have offered their homes for Hearth training, 
making sacrifices so others may learn what they have.

Monitrice Andremene supervises the 
preparation of the Hearth meal
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Hearth participants learn from 
monitrice Chantal through song 

A hungry child enjoys a meal 
prepared during the Hearth

Volunteer mothers hard at work

Children under the age of five have been weighed and screened for malnutrition.  
Mothers whose children are moderately malnourished will come with their children to 
the 38 sites for a two-week Hearth training, as will mothers whose children have been 
discharged from a CNP therapeutic program and pregnant women who want to make  
sure their babies never become malnourished. 

The stage is set for mothers to participate in two weeks of learning through song, poetry, 
and practice. Each day mothers will spend time together, preparing nourishing meals using 
locally available and affordable foods. In the process, they’ll learn the value of nutritious 
foods, vaccinations, breastfeeding, hygiene, and family planning. 

After two weeks, mothers will notice visible improvements in their children’s weight and 
demeanor. They will have established a relationship with the monitrice, who will regularly 
visit the mothers and children to offer encouragement and support. And, they’ll go back to 
their communities to participate in women’s groups and community health organizations, 
working together with their neighbors to support growth and health in all parts of Léogâne.



Women and community 
empowerment:
A day spent strengthening one  
woman strengthens an entire  
community
Today Leila hurries toward her village center, eager to attend this week’s women’s 
group. She is looking forward to another discussion of nutrition for her growing 
family – She expects her fifth child in a few months. Before she became involved 
with CNP, she thought feeding her children generous portions of rice and corn meal 
would sustain them, but she knows better now. Her women’s group is experiment-
ing with new recipes that will infuse foods to help grow strong, healthy children 
– beans, nuts, fruits, and vegetables. Last week she learned new ways to incorporate 
locally grown “lam veritab,” or breadfruit, into her family’s meals, and this week she 
has some ideas to share about using this nutritious fruit. She smiles to herself as 
she remembers a song her children learned about food groups. Someday they will be 
grown and healthy, and she will be teaching her grandchildren songs of good health 
in the beautiful mountains of Léogâne.

Monitrice Fabriné shares her passion 
for women’s empowerment in Beloc

Women enjoy the camaraderie of 
their CNP women’s group in Piton
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CNP’s vast matrix of volunteer mothers, coordinated by locally trained  
nutrition workers called monitrices, provides women’s groups like the  
one Leila contributes to with support and training. These women, the  
backbone of the community, learn about accounting, financial planning,  
and organizational leadership. They have taken the lead to start cooperatives 
to increase the money that can be brought into their homes, and they  
work together to help the women of their communities.

But breaking the cycle of poverty and malnourishment involves more than 
business training. Those who have experienced gender-based violence learn 
where to go for legal, medical, and psychosocial services. They learn about 
nutrition, breastfeeding, water safety and sanitation, nutritional recipes, 
and child spacing. 

Over the years CNP has established over 56 community health committees 
to address health issues. Each committee identifies the problems in their 
community and then uses the resources that they have to solve these  
problems. This year the emphasis has been on leadership training and  
encouraging these committees to tackle bigger and bigger issues.  
Community health committees across Léogâne have worked together with 
CNP to direct the building of latrines, provide aid to our biosand water  
filter staff, fix roads, and make villages less prone to mosquito breeding 
sites. All of these activities improve living conditions in the remote  
villages of Léogâne.  

Leila returns home to her family to try a new recipe she has learned. She lives in a 
community without electricity or running water, so preparing meals is a challenge. 
Some day, she thinks, her children will live in a village with an accessible supply  
of clean water. In her group she is learning how to share knowledge with her friends  
and how to plan for change. She’s already coming up with a new song about the 
clean waters of Léogâne.
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Adolescent health:
Reproductive education for tomorrow’s 
healthy families
Families are a joy. No matter what your back-
ground or education, all parents want safe, 
healthy children who grow up to be responsible, 
productive adults. But in Haiti, the sheer size of 
families can inhibit children from thriving: 

•	 On	average,	over	ten	people	sleep	in	a	home.	

•	 Rape,	incest,	and	domestic	violence	are	all	 
 too common occurrences.

•	 Children	as	young	as	ten	are	sexually	active.	

•	 Adolescents	are	sometimes	sent	away	if	they	 
 seek contraceptives. 

•	 Parents	say	little	to	their	children	about	sex, 
  and sex education is barely covered in schools.

In 2013 CNP faced this dire situation head-on 
and decided to do something to help adoles-
cents manage their reproductive health by 
establishing a Sexual Health and Reproduction 
project: 

Nurse Elmaze teaches a peer 
counselor group at Ecole 

Mixte de Massamba high in 
the mountains of Leogane

Participating in our adolescent 
peer counselor program will 

offer Johanne a broader vision 
for her future.
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•	 We	conducted	a	baseline	survey	among	 
 adolescent girls and boys to determine  
 reproductive knowledge.

•	 We	provided	the	teachers	in	twelve	rural	 
 schools with education on adolescent  
 sexual and reproductive health and began  
 peer counselor training programs for the  
 adolescents in these same schools. These  
 programs provide skills needed to delay  
 sexual activity, avoid unwanted sex, avoid  
 unwanted pregnancies, and protect  
 against disease. 

•	 We	gave	three	clinics	the	knowledge	and	 
 tools to make their services adolescent  
 friendly. 

•	 We	started	a	media	campaign	consisting	 
 of radio broadcasts, written and recorded  
 by adolescents involved in our programs,  
 publishing safe sex messages throughout  
 Léogâne. 
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A day in the life of intern 
Hannah Sterling
It’s 7:30 am and I’m at my desk ready for what 
today will bring. I make my calendar out a week 
in advance, but the rule in Haiti is that you plan 
— and then adjust your plan as necessary. 

Lina, our monitrice who staffs our nutrition 
clinic, arrives and prepares to head to our 
nutrition clinic. She and I go over the list of 
children who need phone calls to remind them 
of their appointments and I send her out the 
door. Soon after Guirlene, who heads up our 
nutrition clinic, arrives and we discuss the 
children who will receive house visits today. I 
respond to some emails, brainstorm some ideas 
with another intern regarding our latrine proj-
ect and grab my camera and a bottle of water, 
then head out for the morning.
 
By 9:30am our driver is navigating up the 
winding mountain road that leads to the major-
ity of the communities we serve. I’m sitting in 
the passenger seat enjoying the incredible pan-
oramic views — they never get old! — While 
mentally reviewing my current to-do list. Next 
week I will be busy with several visitors coming 
to see our programs, so by Friday I need to be 
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caught up on everything that is on my plate at 
the moment. 

Right now, we are going to a village called Blin 
to visit a women’s group. We turn off the main 
road onto a rugged trail and our monitrice 
Marlyse greets us mid-route with her signature 
smile as she climbs in the truck to direct us the 
rest of the way. She’s expecting all twelve of 
the women’s group members to come because 
while I’m there I will be taking individual 
photos to make official CNP badges for each 
member. They are excited about this!

After the women’s group I return to the office 
and heat up some of Jolina’s delicious food for 
a late lunch. Back at my computer I go through 
the photos I took this morning at the women’s 
group. I separate the badge photos from the 
photos I took of the women singing and learn-
ing together and email them to our office in 
Chattanooga to print out for the badges. I see 
I’ve captured a special moment with a mother 
and her child and I post that photo on our 
Facebook page. 

Our nutrition clinic closes each day at 4pm so 
when our staff returns to the office I go over 
the files from the day, taking special note of 
children who may need a house visit or other 
follow-up. I wrap up a few emails and call it a 
day — and a productive one at that!

Intern Hannah Sterling with 
monitrice Sultane and health 

agent Sommervil resting after a 
busy rally post in Dejendre
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Scott and Courtney bucher
Pat buffaloe
lou burdeshaw
albert and elizabeth Caperton
mary Carlson
beverly Clapp
Caitlin Clary
tom and nory Clayton
mel and eleanor Cooper
mike Costello
tonia and william Cox
anne Curtis
jaimee daily
adam and niki davenport
barbara davison
trisha demosthenes
arthur and Sally dickerson
ron and lynn duncan
kathleen dunn
bianca evans
thomas w. and Sally faulkner
mary farmer
Claire and william fitch
Patti gervin
elizabeth goodbody
diane Harris
Harold and laura Head-witherspoon
frank Hebblethwaite
mary Hitchings
daniel Holliday
bill and ruth ann Honeycutt
jeanne Hubbuch
karen Hulley
Paul and lynn jacobs
karen jones
julie kershaw
mary layman
alfred and Carol legendre
Camille lindsay
randolph long
Carroll loomis
fred and jane lupton
dan and joan mackinnon
robert main
james marquis
bob marsh
james martin
doug may
moriah mcarthur
Sally elbert mcdonald
S. m. mcgowin
ralph and isabel mcgraw
frazier and Susan meade
mary mcmillan
Shelby montague
ronnie and Patsy ann mutter
anne nolan
frederick and ruth obear
Cynthia ocel
norman oien
Pedro and louise Pons

Donors These individuals and organizations generously supported the Children’s Nutrition Program of Haiti in 2013.
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ned and brenda Powell
bherma Preval
maureen ragland
Hughie raper
jonathan rawlings
barbara ray
j. a. and lynn Schmissrauter
linda Schock
bhichit Shannon
Heather Shortlidge
wilbur Shults
richard Sides
Sandy Skorput
melody Smallwood
anna Smith
dorothy Smith
Pat and augusta Smith
fred and Sue Stephens
jerry and Connie Stephens
william and Catharine Sternbergh
nancy Stiefel
janine Stinnett
Connie Stone
barry and nancy Stutts
rebecca Sutton
james and margaret thompson
michael and mary thurmond
rick and Christy torok
Patsy turner
ann twiggs
antonia Vallario
brad and ann weeks
randy and Pamela wilson
deborah woodward

Honoraria
Those being honored are in bold followed 
by those who have given in their honor

st. stephens episcopal church
john talbird

todd and Jennifer bell
gordon bell

sam and mJ choate
ron and lynn duncan

Judy elb
Pat buffaloe
lou burdeshaw
Carole Clark

eric and melinda ellis
beverly Clapp
elizabeth ligon

dr and mrs maurice f Goodbody
elizabeth goodbody

rev and mrs frank Hitchings
mary Hitchings

Jim and nancy Hudson
marshall and kimberly mitchell

Jan Lewis
nancy Stiefel

ron and susie messimer
dan and joan mackinnon

mary n. moore
ted moore

dr. mitch mutter
james and margaret thompson
edward Pershing

bill and ann aiken
doug may

mike and Lisa revenig
bruce and kerry blohm

russell robards and kerry kelly
judy elb

Hannah sterling
kemmer and martha anderson

dr. and mrs. charles sternbergh
margaret and william white
richard austin

John and mary talbird
laura davis

dr. kirk Walker
lee barnhardt Hatling

deb Watlington
mike Costello

memoriaLs
Those being remembered are in bold  
followed by those who have given in 
their memory

robert H. caldwell, Jr
Virginia rulon-miller Caldwell

Wesley crisman
jim and margaret anne Haley
deborah woodward
rob and deb watlington
rick and Christy torok

donna davis
Carl and rebecca absher

Jane misiewicz
j. a. and lynn Schmissrauter

tammy spradling
rebecca Sutton

alice Watkin
robert watkin

Gifts in kind
mike andrews and university of  
     tennessee at Chattanooga  
     department of Communications  
bob boyer   
ron bucca    
jessica bucca   
Caitlin Clary   
jack danner   
john guthrie   
Hall outdoor advertising  
Heart to Heart international
mashburn outdoor   
mitch mutter   
leila neiman   
Parkway Presbyterian Church  
Steve Powers   
Presbyterian women of east tennessee 
rivermont Presbyterian Church  
     knitters and Seamstresses  
St andrews Center   
St. timothy’s episcopal Church  
r. Schuchardt

cLinics and Work teams

lauren bagley
lynn bagley
owen bagley
tom bagley
beth baird
mary bettis
emma bridger
daniel webster Cauble, iii                        
Valerie Coleman                   
Susan Cook
alan Crisman
belinda Crisman
rob Cummings                
genia davis
jean dominique
Christopher dull
ward farmer                                
greta giglio
krissy graban
michael graban
erica Harbenger

sources of cnP suPPort

HoW tHe cnP uses your suPPort

interest
and other

2%

Corporate  
1%

Churches  
11%

individuals   
49%

foundations   
34%

School/Civic 
3%

based on 2012 financial data examined by our auditors, Hazlett, lewis & bieter, PllC.  
the Children’s nutrition Program of Haiti, inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

medical 
missions  

5%

fundraising  
4%

Safe water 
6%

Health Systems 
Support 

37%

therapeutic Care 
4% Community 

Health
24%

operating
expenses

20%

nancy Hardie
Paul Harkins
tashina Hartley
kelley Hays                                                                       
briana Herold
Hettie Herrington
joy ivemeyer
kathy jones                                             
jeff keber
donna kedrow                              
katie knoblauch
mark lampley                            
jill lang
madeline lang
Harold latta
lizl lovelace                    
Stephanie mcCall
kellie mcgowan
Susan oshnock                             
grace Penny
Sam reed
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Candace roberts
Christy rose                                  
nicholas rose                                
Hanna rowe
Peggy rowe
dawn rubin
marissa Simerly
becky Soper
tom Spangler
ken Stockwell
Priscilla Stockwell
Shanna Stoter
marsha Stringer
mary Sutton
Suzanne tillman
rachel trent                                   
jennifer turner
john Van brunt
kirk walker
Sarah walker                                  
anna worley



Children’s Nutrition Program of Haiti, Inc.
1918 Union Avenue
PO Box 3720
Chattanooga, TN 37404-0720

(423) 495-1122
contact@cnphaiti.org
www.cnphaiti.org

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage

PAID
Chattanooga, TN

Permit No. 86

oPPortunity cost resuLts your donations can deLiver
 
operating budget    ❤ donate to our operating budget to pay for Haitian staff, supplies, food,  
  training–all of the support elements that allow our programs to exist.  
  any amount is appreciated! 

adopt a village $5,000 join our adopt a Village program and support empowerment of women,  
  health and nutrition, and safe water. receive a detailed description of the  
  village, pictures and data defining what your donations are accomplishing.

support a community $2,600 our community nutrition workers, called monitrices, are the Haitian women  
nutrition Worker  at the core of what we do. Support a monitrice and allow her to be the  
  catalyst for change in her community. 

 

empower rural women $350 Help support a women’s group and provide members with tools and  
  education to start their own microenterprise.

 

safe water and sanitation $300 install a latrine and a water filter to serve up to 20 people in a village.

 

train mothers $60 train mothers through our Hearth Program how to raise up healthy  
  children through topics such as the importance of balanced meals,  
  safe water, and proper hygiene.

save a child $50 Save the life of a severely malnourished child by sponsoring the full  
  treatment of him or her through CnP’s outpatient therapeutic program  
  for rehabilitation and follow-up.

Here’s what your money can do in 2014

Scan this code with your smart phone to make a 
secure credit card or PayPal donation to Children’s 

Nutrition Program.  Thank you for your support!
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